
Episode 1

There are  3 floors in this house. 
The wallpapers and floor carpets are from the printable downloads. 

“The panorama of the family house of 3 story”



The three boys reside on the 2nd floor. The OREO is made of paper. 

Sally is on the 3rd floor. She is the oldest of all children of the house. 



Aunt Mathilde is also on the 3rd floor, taking a rest. She likes to read. 

Aunt Mary is the oldest and best of all. Her domain is the kitchen and dining room 
because she loves cooking and baking with the help of Aunt Mathilde. Here she is 

giving a candy floss she has made to Merona. 



The scene of dining room. The 7-Up box and milk are also made out of paper. 

Irina resides on the 3rd floor, and her room is adjacent to Sally’s room. 
She is seen in the living room on the 1st floor with her candy floss from Aunt Mary 

watching Benji playing the piano. 



A scene of bathroom on the 2nd floor. 

Leo, a friend of the three boys, is taking a bath in the bathroom. 



The three boys from left to right: Gamba, Fred, and Tom.

A small living room between the bathroom and the boys’ room on the 2nd floor. 
This is a nice, cozy area where the boys eat their snacks, confabulate with one 

another, and resting after hard days at school. 



This is Irina's room on the 3rd floor. She is a fashionable girl. 

Earlier scene of Mathilde working in the kitchen preparing for lunch for the bunch. 



Another scene of the kitchen and dining room.

The cookies are baked and the corn soup is warm and delicious. 



The Waffle maker, and the bunny waffle made by aunt Mary. 

Breakfast for Tom and Fred. The bunny toast is for Gamba. 



Episode 2

It’s Sunday at Avonlea. The family is always busy, doing their shares of 
businesses, whether at leisure or homemaking. 



Cozy and tidy as always. It’s where Mathilda and Mary take a rest and think about 
the best things for the house. 

The daisy flower on the coffee table looks so fresh and pretty. 
It’s the sofa that both Mathilda and Mary love because it is so cushiony and soft 

that both of them often fall asleep. 



Sally’s room. Sally is not here now. 

This room is at present habituated by Irina, but soon there will be another occupant 
to live with her. She is her cousin from the Netherlands, and her name is Bonnie. 



The boys’ room. The bed between the fireplace and the double bed will be soon 
moved to Irina’s room for her to use. Gamba, who is visiting the house will soon 

return to his home upon Bonnie and the grandparents’ arrival. 

Tom and aunt Mary. Mary cleans very good everywhere in the house. Her touches 
make every corner of the room impeccably clean. 



Mary especially takes a good care of the bathroom because it is the most important 
to be clean and hygienic according to her principles of good housekeeping. 

Tom’s toilet training has been excellent thanks to aunt Mathilda. Although Tom is only 
a five years old, he can take care of himself after using the toilet bowl. 



Irina and Gamba are listening to Sally’s playing of “Anna Magdelne” by Bach. 

Gamba is always ebullient because it is simply his nature. Irina is immersed herself 
in the tune played by Sally. 



Sally is already an accomplished little pianist. Her musical sensibility is said to be 
inherited from her deceased parents, Julia and Paul. 

In the meantime, Fred is placing a pizza order on the phone. He is mature for his 
age and can fend for himself without adult supervision. 



The outlooks of all are attuned in their own interests. 

Our curious Tom is in Irina’s room, seeking any fun things in the room. Maybe he 
wants to try the recorder. 



Benji, Merona, and Leo are having breakfast. They love the food made by aunt 
Mathilda. 

The bunny waffle, cups of cocoa, a bowl of spinach soup, a melon roll cooked by 
Mathilda are very delicious. They are very healthy, full of nutritions for little 

children. 



Aunt Mathilda has just baked the cookies and made corn soup.
 

Mathilda is also making another melon roll and vegetable soups for the family. 


